AWARENESS & REFLECTION IS POWER
Something Joyously Important to Share
By Alexandra Browne-Hill
If you had something important to share with the world, what would it be? What are you most
passionate about? I have always noticed oddities and things not spoken about. As a child I had
“known” things. When it came time for me to follow my career as a nurse for example, I noted
strange things happening in the old dark wards of outdated hospitals. My passion is the sharing of evidence that we are
Souls. We do not die but rather we pass into a flow of beautiful energy which allows visits to loved ones and assistance for
those remaining on Earth.
I have a son who lives with God and he provides me with the most extraordinary verifications. At 6 years old Kieran first
told us that he would have a short life. He requested we not cry for him after he left us. This moment of horrible realisation,
feeling frighteningly true in my solar plexus, was repeated before Kieran actually left the planet. Lessons regarding Soul
survival featured in my life and began the foundations of my faith in a Universe that is powerful and cosmically grand.
Kieran was always present in my lessons.
Discovering the presence of other Beings through my studies, travel to Sacred places and meditations provided
experiences I couldn’t dispute. Inexplicable evidence was no longer in contention with my western mind. Developing an
awareness of loving guidance and connection with our natural Home helps our potential to rise above the lower human
state. The easiest way to connect with something greater than ourselves is to lift the vibration of our love. Like a radio
frequency, our innate antennae can pick up messages from far away if we are in alignment with the energy of the Greater
Loving Beings.
With lessons from my son demanding my attention I soon picked up methods of connecting with him and communicating.
‘I promise,’ I told him, ‘I will work on our method of discussion and find a way to reach you always.’ He has assisted me in
many ways. I studied hard and practiced grounding, connecting to Loving Light and protecting my energy. Now I work
with him assisting others to connect to their Higher Selves to receive their own guidance. It brings a major source of peace
and contentment to be authentically a Soul in a human vessel.
We are complete when connected to our innate wisdom, intuitively aware of energy around us and within us. We function
well naturally when understanding the bigger picture. As Souls with emotions and a body, we connect to our “Home” for
love and support. It matters not what that looks like individually. With this process engaged and affirmed as a truth, we feel
more hopeful, loving and healthy. I am grateful to my teachers on the Other side for the life I enjoy now. There is much to
learn and feel gratitude for. Evidence is abundant when I stop to notice. This is what I would share.
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